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B L AC K TE A
JING DARJEELING 2ND FLUSH
DARJEELING, INDIA

JING ASSAM BREAKFAST
ASSAM, INDIA

JING EARL GREY
RUHUNA, SRI LANKA

JING YUNNAN GOLD
YUNNAN, CHINA

JING RED DRAGON
YUNNAN, CHINA

OO LO N G TE A
The quintessential afternoon tea; fragrant and refreshing with
body and notes of Muscatel grape, hop and fresh citrus.

JING ORIENTAL BEAUTY

Deep flavours combining subtle red fruits, fired leaf and toasted
grains. The tannins are coaxing, giving a complex texture.

JING PHOENIX HONEY
ORCHID

Rich Ceylon tea is scented with bergamot, which tempers the
tea’s richness. A sprinkling of blue cornflowers adds visual flare.
A fantastic Chinese afternoon tea - strong and full-bodied black
tea from Yunnan in China’s subtropical south.
A uniquely fruity and complex black tea from Yunnan. Discover
delicious notes of forest berries, ginger & chocolate.

HSINCHU, TAIWAN

One of Taiwan’s most famous and fragrant oolongs. A deeply
aromatic treat.
Bold, complex, fruit flavours from the majestic Phoenix
mountain, produced from elegantly long, twisted leaves.

GUANGDONG, CHINA

G R E E N TE A
JING ORGANIC JADE SWORD

Clean, rounded and grassy with gentle seaweed complexities.
Refreshing with a textured finish. Perfect for every day drinking.

ZHEJIANG, CHINA

JING JAPANESE SENCHA

Scented with fresh jasmine flowers. Rich, round and deeply
jasmine infused with a beautifully thick, velvet texture.

SHIZUOKA, JAPAN

W H ITE TE A

JING DRAGON WELL
ZHEJIANG, CHINA

JING WHITE PEONY
FUIJAN, CHINA

JING JASMINE SILVER NEEDLE
YUNNAN, CHINA

Combines the delicate flavour of Silver Needle white tea with the
depth and complexity of a green tea.

JING MATCHA SUPREME TIN
KAGOSHIMA, JAPAN

This tea marries the finest Silver Needle white tea with the
fragrance of fresh jasmine flowers.

China’s most prized and famous green tea. Spring picked,
traditionally pan-fired and deliciously hazel sweet.
A fresh and vibrant powdered green tea, bursting with
antioxidants - a tea at the heart of Japan’s tea ceremony.

JING ORGANIC IMPERIAL
YELLOW BUDS

Deliciously sweet, soothing and rarely found outside of China –
a delicious floral green tea with a silky mouth-feel.

ZHEJIANG, CHINA

Y E LLOW TE A
JING MOGAN MOUNTAIN
ZHEJIANG, CHINA

A mellow and smooth Yellow Tea joins our exclusive rare tea
range, with its distinct sappy-sweet and sumptuous floral aromas.

PU E R H TE A
JING VINTAGE COOKED
PUERH MINI CAKES

Rich yet subtle, with a woody, earthy character, smooth texture
and deep dark colour. Single portion mini cakes.

H E R BA L I N FUS I O N S
JING ROOIBOS

Soft, honeyed and gently tangy with a hint of bitter orange. A
versatile herbal infusion to suit many moods.

JING WHOLE ROSEBUDS

Beautiful and graceful, notes of sweet-edged rose with a
refreshingly light and palate-cleansing finish.

JING WHOLE LEMON VERBENA

Uniquely fragrant, with a gentle and grassy lemon flavour. Fresh,
vivid with mint-like freshness and pressed lemon zest.

YUNNAN, CHINA

JING WHOLE PEPPERMINT LEAF Insistent, deep mint flavours with an almost oily mid-palate,
subsiding cleanly towards an intense finish.

FLOW E R I N G TE A
JING FLOWERING OSMANTHUS
FUIJAN, CHINA

JING BLACKCURRANT &
HIBISCUS
This flowering tea is composed of a sweet and soothing green
tea hand tied around osmanthus blossoms and orange lily petals.

Whole blackcurrants, summer berries and hibiscus shells offers a
vivid and lively infusion bursting with berry flavours.

